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The Daughters of Hypatia 
A Mathematical Herstory  

  

“Nevertheless, she persisted!” 
 

 
Dear Arts Presenters, Educators, Dance and Mathematics Enthusiasts, 
 
MoveSpeakSpin has been presenting our unique and exciting performances integrating dance and mathematics 
internationally for thirty years, and are renowned for this work. 
 
Our 4-woman dance concert The Daughters of Hypatia: A Mathematical Herstory, is a lively, entertaining, and thoughtful 
show which celebrates the lives, work, and struggles of women mathematicians throughout history, beginning with the 
ancient scholar Hypatia. Despite the recent phenomenal success of films and books like Hidden Figures, which highlights 
the role of African American women mathematicians and scientists in the U.S. space program, inequity persists. Research 
demonstrates that such performance events inspire all children to more fully participate in STEM fields, particularly young 
girls. We have recently begun touring this performance nationally, for example, performing in 2018 to sold out audiences 
at Montalvo Arts Center, and are currently booking performances. 
 
The full-length dance concert, described in the accompanying literature, uses dance, theater, story-telling, and multi-media 
in a 90-minute performance. We also have available a 50-minute theatre or in-school / multi-purpose room performance 
version of Hypatia for K-12 and college audiences (modified for grade level). Performers include noted professional Santa 
Cruz dancers Saki, Laurel Shastri, Lila Salhov, and Jane Real, all well-known for their dance teaching and performing. 
 
As part of every performance we make available a 60-page study guide, with pre- and post- performance activities inspired 
by the work of the women highlighted in the show (contact us for a copy), and at levels appropriate for students from 
kindergarten to college. 
 
Video excerpts and background on Hypatia: https://tinyurl.com/HypatiaLinks2019-20 
Company, performance and workshop web site: http://www.mathdance.org/ 
 
Another of our mathematical dance performances, Pitter Pattern, explores beautiful and enchanting patterns in dance, 
rhythm, and shape, as it draws connections between the art of mathematics and the science of dance. Dances include 
rhythmic escapades with ordinary water bottles and wooden rulers, surprising visuals with LED glow balls, and play with 
oversized geometric shapes. The performers engage the students with humorous mathematical audience interactions. 
 
Contact us for performance costs and more information. 
 

Workshops: Dance, Mathematics and the Creative Impulse 
MoveSpeakSpin co-directors Karl Schaffer and Erik Stern are on the Kennedy Center Partners in Education Teaching Artist 
Roster, presenting a wide variety of workshops integrating the imagination, mathematics, and dance internationally, 
recently in Tallahassee, Phoenix, Las Vegas, Fresno, Kansas City, New York City, Panama, and many more. 
 
Please contact us if interested in arranging a performance or workshop at your venue, school, or institution: 
831-480-5114 (Karl Schaffer), DanceAndMath@gmail.com 
 

 
Karl Schaffer 
Co-Artistic Director, MoveSpeakSpin 
 


